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Database & Network Solution
Secure automated backup and recovery of your company data to a remote location away from your officesWhat is
Ricofish? Most business spend a fortune insuring buildings, computer hardware, machines, staff, desks and alike. And in
a lot of cases spend little thought into the real value of there business. Computer data today is the unseen commodity of
most businesses. We keep valuable client records on computers, we keep important drawings and unique reference
documents on computers, all our financial information and alike on computers. What would happen if &hellip;the
computers failed, they were stolen or were destroyed in a fire? Businesses daily suffer massive setbacks from not
installing adequate protection against disaster. The insurance company would pay out for the hardware and the building
would be covered as well and if anyone was injured there loss would also be covered! However it is important to note the
DATA IS NOT COVERED&hellip;.and the losses incurred to your business are not covered&hellip;. Quite
simply,&hellip;Ricofish is designed to protect all types of businesses from irreversable data loss. Whether you are a
single business person with all your data on a computer or you are a large multi national organisation with thousands of
employees. Ricofish protects your business. Ricofish is one of the most advanced and complete products on the market.
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Security Ricofish offers the highest level of data security possible.
Only you can release your data, no one at Ricofish HQ can see your data it is totally encrypted and can only be
unlocked by you. Roll back time With ricofish you can restore documents that have been damaged or lost by accident.
Individual file loss You may only want to restore one file that has been amended by accident, destroyed or damaged
inadvertently. Ricofish enables the restoration of single document. For example yesterday you created a spreadsheet
that had some specific calculations and inputs on and a colleague inadvertently changes or removes the file. Ricofish will
enable you to restore this file even if it has been deleted from your computer! Repositories of documents and ideas,
shared on Intranets using Internet technologies, are emerging as a powerful and cost-effective means of collaboration
and information sharing An Intranet is an internal network that uses Internet technologies, especially Web browsers and
powerful search engines, as a convenient way to share information and data. It is now widely accepted that Intranets will
become the primary means for knowledge sharing and data access within companies. Some of the business benefits of
Intranets are:
- Efficiency gains in business processes, especially through the use of e-forms.
- Employees become better informed as a result of improved and faster access to pertinent information.
- Employees can receive additional related information that they would not have considered requesting or searching for
manually through personalised content delivery services.
- Establishment of "virtual communities of interest" that encourage employees who have a common business interest to
discuss and share information and ideas.
- Greater consistency and presentation of business information, thereby improving ease of use.
- Improved awareness and communication between employees, business areas and support functions.
- Increased customer service and satisfaction.
- Productivity gains as a direct result of information sharing, collaborative working and reductions in the time spent
scanning information sources for relevant information.
- Provides a single source of up-to-date (i.e. current) information that can be relied on by employees.
- Provides a suitable infrastructure to support a workflow application strategy. Intranets are becoming an important
component of the desktop user's experience. Repositories of documents and ideas, shared on Intranets using Internet
technologies, are emerging as a powerful and cost-effective means of collaboration and information sharing. Access to
these information-rich repositories may be extended to business partners and suppliers through the use of Extranets (a
secure extension to an Intranet). Although Intranets are dependent on the application of technology, the major issues
faced by companies wishing to deploy them are concerned with the nature of the content and how it is used. The true
business value of an Intranet lies with the relevance, currency, quality and accessibility of the content held. Furthermore,
it must be easy for authorised users to publish content to the Intranet in a controlled and uniform manner. Business IT
Solutions can provide specialist help for key activities associated with Intranet design, development and deployment,
irrespective of the organisation's position on the Intranet evolutionary timeline. Business IT Solutions can assist
organisations who are just starting out with an idea for a departmental or corporate Intranet, to those who have already
developed an Intranet but need assistance in areas where our specialist knowledge and skills can be the difference
between success and failure.
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